Duties and Responsibilities of the TAP/Theatre Appreciation and Participation Sponsor

The TAP Sponsor is the main contact between the faculty and the TAP Officers. There are a number of events that TAP Produces every year and the Sponsor helps expedite these events. Sponsor should attend all TAP Meetings to advise and encourage participation in the following events:

1. Theatre/Dance Meeting at beginning of the year.
2. TAP Directory
3. Fall Auditions
4. Welcome Back Picnic
5. TAP Participation in University Sponsored Recruitment Days
6. Spring Auditions
7. Coordinating ACTF travel plans and attendance
8. New Student Scholarship Auditions
9. Coordinating TAP Travel Funding Requests – KCACTF and USITT
10. TAP Work Days
11. Election and Initiation of new members
12. Election of Officers
13. TAP Banquet